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Abstract 
In this paper we continue the study of the path length of trees with known fringe as initiated 
by Klein and Wood (1989) and De Santis and Persiano (1994). We compute the path length of 
the minimal tree with given number of leaves N and fringe A for the case A t> N/2. This 
complements the result of De Santis and Persiano (1994) that studied the case A ~ N/2. Our 
methods also yield a linear time algorithm for constructing the minimal tree when A >1 IV~7_ 
l, Introduction 
The path length of a tree is the sum of the length of all root-leaf paths and it is an 
important measure of efficiency. Given the nnmber of leaves N, it is well known that 
the path length of an extended binary tree is O(N log N) in the best case and O(N 2) in 
the worst case. 
Because of this large gap, it is an important problem to study the path length of 
a binary tree when additional it.formation on the tree is available or the tree is of some 
special form (see, for example, 1"6,7]). 
Klein and Wood [5] were the first to consider the case in which, besides the number 
N of nodes, the fringe d (i.e, the difference between the longest and the shortest 
root-leaf path) is known. They gave an upper bound that, when A ~< x/N, could he 
met up to a factor proportional to N. 
De Santis and Persiano [21 improved on this result by giving an upper bound 
achievable for infinitely many values of N and A. Subsequently [3], they started the 
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study of the minimal path length for given N and A. More precisely, they gave an 
2. P, dimimrks 
in this section we give the definitions that we need to formally present our results. 
An extended binary tree Tis a rooted binary tree where each node has zero or two 
children. Nodes without children are leaves and nodes with two children are internal. 
We denote the number of leaves of a tree T with .N'(73. Throul~hout this paper we 
refer to an extended binary tree simply as a tree and we will consider o~ly trees with at 
least wo leaves. The level of a node in a tree Tis defined as the length of the unique 
path flora the root to that node. Let The a tree with leaves at levels It, ..., i.,ro.). The 
path length FL( T) of T is 
.~'(TD 
I T)= E I,. 
|=  I 
Instead, the fringe ~(T)o f  T is the difference between the longest and the shortest 
root-leaf paths, that is 
~(T)=m(T) -~(T)  
where re (T)  and ml(T) are the maximum and the minimum of {It . . . . .  l.~.(r~}, 
respectively. 
DeluSion I. ~'(N,A) is the set of trees with N leaves and fringe A, that is 
~(N, A) -- { TI.N'(T) = N and ~(T)  --- A}. 
A tree in ~'(N, zl) is called an (N,/I )-tree. We will say that a pair ofintegers (N, A ) is 
admissible if N/> 2, 1 < ,4 < N -- 2, and there exists at least one (AT, A)-tree. For 
technical re~sons, we have chosen not to consider the cases zl -- 0,1, N - 2. We 
remark, though, that for such values of zl there exists a unique tree and thus the 
problem of upper and lower bounding its path length is trivial. 
Given a set S of trees, a tree T of S is said to be minimal for $ if and only if it has the 
smallest path length among the trees of S. When S is clear from the context, we will 
just say minimal tree instead of minimal tree for $. 
Definition 2. The length vector of a tree T is the Vector n(T) = (nl, nz ..... nt) where 
ni is the number of leaves at level i in T and k -- MI(T). 
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We say that two trees Tt and T2 are isomorphic fand only if n(Tt) -- n(T:). For our 
purses  for each set of isomorphic trees we will focus our att~:ntion on one selected 
to consider 0nly 
following~r6perty~ for each:internal node u~nd: for each pair of bares t~ and z inthe 
left and right $ubtree of u; res t ive ly ,  the level ofv is less than or  equal to the level of 
z. Rough|~ speaking, such i~ tree has at each level all the leaves oh(he left and a l l~  
in tmal  n~ 0n tbe right. The notation n = (nl . . . . .  n,- t, z t- j ,  n~ .... ,nt) means that 
r/i-" n,+t ---- "'" m nj - t  ----Z. 
Notice that for an (N,A).tree we have that ~.ttn~=N, n,=O for 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . , k  - A - l ,  n~-a >0 and nh >0. 
A useful result about binary trees is the Kraft equality (see [4]): for any tree Twith 
leaves at levels It, .... i.,-~rl, we have that g~.~t r~ 2 -t' = !. 
3. Constructing the minimal tree 
In order to study the minimal tree for the class c~(N, A ) we define a partition of this 
set based on the value ofml(T) and we construct the minimal tree for each subset of 
the partition. Then, the minimal tree in ¢~(N, A) is obtained by comparing the minimal 
trees of the subclasses. 
Define Lmtn(N,A)=rlog(N + 2~ .- I) ']- A and L,mIN, A ) - -L log(N-  A)J 
(throughout this paper all logarithms are base 2). Then the following lemma holds. 
Lemma I. For any (N, dFtree T we have that 
Lmtn(N, A) ~ ml(T) ~ Lmaz(N,A). 
Prcof. Consider the trees with fringe A and minimal leaf level L. Any such tree has no 
leaves on levels 1, 2, .... L - I and at least one leaf on level L Thus, the tree with fringe 
A, minimal eaf level L, and the most number of leaves has exactly 1 + (2 !" - 1)2 ~ 
leaves. On the other hand the tree with fringe A, minimal leaf level L and the least 
number of leaves has exactly 2L + d leaves. Hence for any tree with fringe A, minimal 
leaflevel L and with N leaves, we have that 2 L + d <~ N ~< 1 + (2 L - i)2 ~. These two 
inequalities prove the lemma. O 
A triplet of integers (N,A,L) is admissible if (N,A) is admissible and 
Lmtn(N, A) ~ /- ~ Lmag(N, A). 
Definition 3. For admissible (N, / I ,  L), we define the subset c~(N,A,L) of Cg(N,A) as 
• '(N,A,L) --- { T~'(N,A)In~IT) -- L}. 
It is immediate to see tkat the sets W(N,A,L) constitute a partition of ~(NoAL 
A tree in ~f(N,,t, L) is called an (N, A, L)-tree. 
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Now we define a particular tree that will be useful to study the minimal tree for 
'~'(N,,£ L). 
; >~ 2~ ~ne the skeleton tree $(N, L) as the tree described by the 
. (S( IV.L))  = (0"-- ' ,2 L -  i. t s-~,- , ,2~ 
Notice that the skeleton $(N, L) has N leaves and fr ia~ ~($(N, L)) = N - 2 L. 
LI .  Minimality /n f(N,.4,L) 
In this section we provide an algorithm that constructs the minimal tree for 
W(N,A, L). Before goingany further, we introduce two operations on a tree that will 
be useful to describe the algorithm. A node u of Tis called a bush if both its children 
are leaves. A cut operation eat(u, 7") on a bush u of a tree T deletes the two leaves 
which are childt~t of u and makes node u a leaf. The tree T' obtained by performing 
a cut of a bush u at level ~. in the tree T has path length 
1,x~ T') - 1'1,(7") - ~ - 2. 
An insert operation iasiv, T) on a leaf v of tree T makes v internal and inserts two 
leaves as chiMren of v. The tree T" obtained by performing an insert on a leaf t, at level 
in the tree T has path length 
~r)  - ~(~ + ~,,. + 2. 
?Cow, we are ready to describe the algorithm Mln.I, that, given an admissible triplet 
(N,~,L), constructs he minimal tree for qf(N,d, L). 
........ \ 
\\ / \\ El, 
- / 
!~ ' !  \ '~  N~I,~I 
: / 
Fig, I. The first step and the output of algorithm Min-L. 
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Informally speaking, the algorithm starts from the skeleton S(N,  L). Recall that this 
tree has 2 t' - I leaves at level L, exactly one |eafon levels L + 1. L + 2. . . . .  L 4- A - -  1 
perfolgorithm lKtn-h performs exactly A : .  2L iteratio~ aodiin each i t~t ion  it 
~s  one a t  and one in~ in such a way that the fringe d ~  by one aod the 
~th  I~gth of the new tree does not increase too much. This meam thatlhe cut must 
be performed on the deepest bush (notice that the fringe decreases by one upon each 
cut) and the insert must be perform~ on the highest level zhat has at least one leaf, 
taking.into account that the insert operation must not modify the fringe (i.e., there 
must be at least one leaf on level L). Since the number of leaves is kept constant ( he 
number of cots and the number ofiaserts are the same), at least one leaf is left on level 
L and the fringe is decreased from N - 2 t" to A, the algorithm returns an (N, A, L)-tree. 
Moreover, as we will see in the following, this tree is minimal for W(N, A, L) since each 
step of the construction is performed in such a way that the contribution to the path 
length is minimized. Fig. I illustrates the first step of the algorithm and the final result. 
mn-L(N, d, L) 
If ((N > (2 t~ - I)" 2 a) or (N < 2 L + ,4)) 
_return (Input Error}; 
endi_.._ff 
,~" ~ S(N, 7.,);, 
for (i ffi I to N - 21 - A) do 
u ¢-- deepest bush;//at level N - 2 c + L - i// 
cut (u,~" 
~(n,.(~'} > l) 
j*-- L; 
else 
j ¢-- smallest integer z > L s.t. n:(.~') > 0; 
emJ_   
v,~- rightmost leaf at level j; 
ins (v,Y'); 
endfor 
_rej.m (.~');, 
Given an admissible triplet (N,A,L), we say that an (N, A,L)-tree Tis of type I if 
there xists an integer hsuch that the length vector of T is (0  L - t, l, 0 ~, a, b, I s - ~ - 3 2). 
The values of a and b are uniquely determined by the constraint that the number of 
!eaves is N and by the Kraft equality. We say that Tis of type 2 ifits length vector is 
(0  L - iv a, b, 1 ~ - ', 2) and of type 3 if its length vector is (0 '~ - t 1, 0 J- 2, a, b). 
Let Y'L(N, A) be the tree output by ~ln.L on input N, A, L. In the following we will 
just write .~L instead of ~"dNo A). 
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Lemm 2, For ant" admi~ible triplet (N,d.Lk -#'L belongs to q](N. A,L) and it is of 
type I. 2 or 3. Moreorer. no other tree in ~(N.d,L)  is of type I, 2 or 3. 
Proof. It is easy to see that ~r-, is an (N. 3, L)-tree and it is of type I. 2 or 3. Hence we 
have to show that no other tree in ~¢N,d.L) is of type I, 2 or 3, 
Let us consider the case when ~'r is of type I: i.e.. there exist a. b and h such that 
m(.ft,) - (0t.* t 1.0 ~. a, b. I ~*- h- 3 2). Then we prove that no other tree T can be of 
type I. When ~t. is of type 2 or 3. the proofs are similar. 
For the sake of contradiction suppose that there exists an (N. zl, L)-tree T differen~ 
from .~"t. that is of t~e  I: i.e.. there exist a',b' and h' such that a (T ) -  
(0r'- t, i. (P'. a'. h'. I '*- ~'- 3, 21 ~th  h ~ h' {if h = h' then, by Kraft equality, a' = a and 
h' -- b and thus T--  .ft.). We show tl.at Tcannot he in ¢g(N,3, L). 
Suppose that h' < h and let c -- h - h'. When h' > h the proof is similar. We have 
that ~,Vi.f'c) ;~ (2 r - i)2 ~* t + d - h - I and ,~'(T) ~ (2 t" - I)2 h'÷ t + 3 - h'. 
Hence, , J r (~L) -X(T)>~, (2t . -  I)2h'÷t{2 ¢ - ! ) - c -  I which is always greater 
than zero. Thus T has more than N' leaves, which is a contradiction. [] 
Lemnm 3. For all admissible triplets (N,A.Lk ~'t. is minimal for W(N,A,L). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, ~"t. belongs to ~'(N,A,L), Let T¢W(N,3,L) be a tree different 
from ,~"t.. We show that T has not the minimal path length. 
By Lemma 2, the tree Tcannot be of type !, 2 or 3. Hence, in the tree Tthere exists 
a leaf u and a bush c such that~ their levels denoted by I. and l~, we have l, < It. Then, 
by performing a eat(v, 7") and an ins(u, T), we obtain a tree T'¢~(N, A, L) whose path 
length is 
PIA T') --- PI~T) - Ir - 2 + I, + 2 < PL(T). 
Thus T cannot have minimal path length, r-I 
Let :,s define the foliage-height of ~"t.. The foliage-height will be fundamental in
delt./~,.g the bound. The foliage is the set of nodes inserted into .~'t. during the 
execution of ~n~,.L Since the algorithm performs an insertion on the highest level 
available we have that the leaves of the foliage will be placed on at most two 
consecutive l vels We denote by H the highest of these two levels. The integer 
hr. = H -- L is called the foliage-height; hLis a function of N, A and L, but we will refer 
to it with the notation ht. emphasizing the dependence from L. 
in the following we study some properties of,,*"r that will be useful in deriving the 
lower bound, 
Lemma 4. For each k. 0 ~ k < ,4, the level L + k of the tree ,~'L has at most 
2 c+~ -- 2 ~ - I leares. 
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Proof. The tree 3"L has at least one leaf on level L. Hence, at level L + k we can have 
at most (2 I" - I)2 ~ nodes. Moreover, also deeper levels have leaves, then at least one of 
the nodes at level L + k must be an internal node. [] 
For each L 0 g k < A, we denote by F(k)  the number of s t~ pedormed by the 
algorithm ~-1 , ,  aRer which imertions on levels/., L -I- I, .... L + k are not possible. 
In Other words ~(k)  is the number of it~ations that the algorithm Mtn-Z, l~r fo~s  
until it "fills" the level L + k of.9",_. Notice that level L is filled if it has only one leaf, 
instead levels/. + k, k - O, 1, .... A - i, are filled if they have no leaves. Moreover, we 
set # ' ( -  I) = 0 since the level L - I is already filled. 
Notice that when level L + k is the last filled level the foliage.height is k + I. 
Lmm S. For any admissible triplet (N,A,L)  and for k such that - i ~ k < hL we 
have that 
~r(k) ffi (2 ~-  I)'(2 t+t - 1 ) -  k -  I. 
Proof. Observe that the level L + k is filled when the algorithm u~n-I, has performed 
an ins operation for each but one leaf on level L and for each leaf of levels between 
L + I and L + k. By l.emma 4 we have that 
3~(k) = ~ (2 L '~-  2 I -  I )=  (2 ' -  i)-(2 t+t - 1 ) -  k -  1. 
i=0  
[] 
I.emma 6. For any admissible triplet (N,A,L), hz is the greatest integer z such that 
2 t'+" -- 2: -- z < N - A. 
Proof. By definitions of hL and .~(k)  we have that 
~(hL  -- 1) ~< N - A -- 2" < ~'(hL). 
Thus 
2 '+h~- -2hL- -hL+lgN- -A<2L+h'+t - -2~L+t - -hL .  [] 
Lemma 7. For all Lml,(N, A) ~ ~' < LmdN,  A) we have that he+t is either he - 1 or 
ht -  2. 
Proof. From Lemma 6 it follows that 
2h'(2 e- 1) - he < N - a ~ 2h'+ t{2 e - 1) - ht - !, {1) 
2ht"(2 e+t - 1} - h t , t  < N - A 6 2h"'+ t{2 r+t -- i) -- ht+t - i. (2) 
182 
" : :~-a  > 2*"'(g ~'t - , t ) -  ~,÷~ 
>/~(2 '~ ~ - t ) -  h, 
( s i~  - :~ ' , -  ! <0) 
> 2 ' , "  t(2~ - I)  - h,, - I 
(by 0)) 
>~N--A. 
A contradiction. 
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the function A2 x - x is increasing in 
e÷t >~ ht, ~ b y  (2)we have that 
Second, again for the sake of contradictio~ suppose that ht+t < hq - 2 (hence 
IV. ~ + ! ~ he - 2), then by (2) we have that 
N -- A ~ 2ae-+t(2 e÷t -- |) --(he+ t "1" l) 
(sinee h,.,  + 1 ~ he-  2) 
2" ' -=(~ ÷'  - l ) -  (h t  - 2) 
(since 2" ' " ,  - 3 .2" ,  ' - t  - 2 >0) 
< 2 ' , (~-  l ) -h ,  
Coy 0)) 
< N-A ,  
A contradiction. [] 
Lenmm 8. The path length of the minimal tree in ~(N,A ,L )  is 
(A - hL)(A -- ~L + l )  PM~'L) ---- N(L + hL + 2) -- 2h~+'(2" -- 1) - ,4 - 2 -! 
2 
Proof. We pro~ the temma for the case in which ~'z. is of  type I. The other cases are 
similar. 
Let x be the number of nodes at level L + hL of the tree ,~', having exactly 
two leaves as children. It is easy to see that the number of leaves is 
N~2~(2  L -  l ) -h ,+d+x+ l. Hencewegetx=N_2h~(2  L_  1 )+hL-A-  1. 
Observe that -~L has one leaf at level L, (2h~(2 L - 1) - x - I) leaves at level L + hL. 
2x + 1 leaves at le~:l L + h, + !, one leaf on levels L + h, + 2 . . . . .  L + A - I and 
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two leaves on level L + d. Hence we have that 
l:~(.f'r) = L + (L + h~.)(2~(2 ~" - 1) - x -  l) + (L "Fh L "4- I)2.1; 
L+~ 
+ ~ i+L+,4. 
|~Lkflt÷ I 
By simple algebraic manipulations we get the lemma. [] 
The following lemmas provide the value of hi. as a function of N, ,4 for the cases 
L = !,2. These values will be used in Section 4 to derive our lower bound. 
Lemma 9. Let (N,`4) be such that ( N, ,4,1) is admissible. Then the foliage-height of .~'t is 
h, = Llog(N - 4 + Llog(N - 4 ) J ) J .  
Preof. Denote by d the number N - d - 2 of iterations performed by MIn-L when 
L = !. Moreover, let k be the unique integer such that 2 t ~< d + 2 < 2 t+l .  We study 
the function 
= Llog(x + 2 + Llog(x + 2)J)J 
and show that ht --- O(d), thus proving the lemma. Since Llog(d + 2) J -- k, we have 
that O(d) - Llog(d + 2 + k)J. It is easy to see that 2 t < 2 t + k <~ d + 2 -I- k < 
2t+ t -t- k < 2 t+2 -- I. Hence O(d) is equal to k or k + I. In particular, we have that 
~(d)__ [k  if 2k<d+ 2+k<2 ~+t, 
+1 if2k+t<~d+2+k<2t÷2-1. 
By simple algebraic manipulations, and recalling that 8~(x) -- 2 x+ = - (x + I) - I, we 
have that 
k if oW(k - 1) <~ d < 9r(k~ 
~(d) --- k + 1 if ~'(k) ~ d < .~'(k + 1). 
Since d is the number of iterations performed by Mln-L, by definition of ..~(k) we 
conclude that h: -- ~(d). 
Lemma 10. Let (N, 4) be such that (N, A, 2) is admissible. Then the foliage-height of.9"2 
is 
hz =~logN-  d - 2 +L l °g(N-  d - 2)J~ 
3 
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a - 4 of  iterations performed by urn-I, when 
, ,x , .  [,o.'+ ÷ 
and show that ~{d) :  h,. 
Assume d >~ 10 (for d < 10the lemma can be proved by inspection), Let k be the 
nnMue inter 'such that 3- 2 t ~ d + 2 < 3" 2 ~ ÷ t As d >~ 10 we have that k >~ 2. By the 
definition of~{-  }, we have that .~(k - t) < 3- 2 j and 3- 2 t÷ t < f (k  + I). Moreover 
2 ~÷" < .~r{/0 < 3.2 '+t. 
We distinguish between three possible cases accor~ting to the value of d + 2. 
Case I: 3 -2 t~<d+2~2 ~÷'. In this case we have that Llog(d+ 2) ]= k+ I. 
Hence ~{d} = Llog((d + 3 +/c)/3)J. A simple algebra shows that 2 t ~ (d + 3 + k)/3 < 
2 a*t. Hence ¢~(d)=k. On the other hand we have that in this case 
.,w(k -- i) ~ d < ,~'(k), which means ha = k -- ~(d). 
Case 2 :2  ~÷" ~ d 4- 2 < Jr(k) 4- 2. In this case we have that L Iog(d + 2) J -- k 4. 2. 
Hence ~(d) -- tlog((d 4. 4 4. k)/3) ]. Simple algebra shows that 2 * ~ (d + 3 4- k)/3 < 
2 t÷t. Hence ~(d) -- k. Again in this case we have that ..W(k - 1) ~ d < ~(k),  that is 
h2 -- k - -  ¢~(d). 
Case 3" ,~(k} + 2 <~ d 4- 2 < 3-2 t÷ i In this case we have that ~log(d + 2).]-- 
k + 2. Hence ./,(d): Llog((d + 4 + k)/3)J. Simple algebra shows that 
2t÷ t ~< (d + 3 + k)/3 < 2 t'-z. Hence ~(d) --- k + 1. On the other hand we have that in 
this case .,w(k) <~ d < .,w(k + i). which means h, -- k + 1 - O(d). 
This proves that O(d) = he and hence the lemma, r'3 
3.2. Minimality in ~W(N,,4) 
Since the value of L lies between Lms,(N, ,4) and Lmag( N, ,4) the minimal path length 
among all the trees in ~d(N, A) is given by 
min I~(,~'L). 
LmtnlNo dl ~. &~ Lmu~/V.~t) 
This enables us to obtain the w, inimal tree in an algorithmic fashion. This algorithmic 
construction ofthe minimal tree can also he used for the maximal tree obtaining an 
algorithm similar to the one of [1]. Notice that the range of variation of L is 
O0og(N-  ,~}}. 
4. The lower Imud 
In this section we analyze I~(.9-L) as a function of L. We show that, when A >1 N/2, 
I~{.9-t.) is an increasing function of L and thus the minimum is obtained for 
Lms,(N, A). However, if A j. N/2 then Lmi,{N, A) = 1. By plugging in the value L -- I 
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and the expression for h, in the formula for the path length given by l .emma g we 
obtain our lower bound. 
.... that when hi. --hL+ t + 2then ~r1,+ I has greater path length 
than .f't.. The proof for the case for h:. = hr.+ t + I requires more care. 
I x .a im I I .  For each admissible (N .d ,L )  such that d >I N/2, 1.~l,(N,A) < L < Lm,  
(N, ~) - I, and hL---- hL +l + 2 we have that PL(~L),g l'L(~rl.,l). 
Proof. Using Lemma 8 and the fact that hi_ -- h~.+ t + 2 we have 
PL(~'L+ I) -- 1K,(~r'L) = 2A -- N + 2 *~*L + 3 - 2 ~ - 2 *~-t - 2hr.. 
It is easy to see that 2 h`+L + 3 - 2 h' - 2 h~- t _ 2hL is always nonnegative. Therefore 
the above difference is positive since A t> N/2. O 
We now undertake the study of the case h,. = hi.+ t + I. First we consier the case 
L>~2. 
Lemma 12. For each admissible ( IV. & L) such that ,t >t N/2, 2 <<. L ~ 1.m,( N, d)  - i. 
and hL -- hL+t + 1 we have that PL(~'L)<~ 1K,(.~r't.+l). 
Proof. Using Lemma 8 and the fact that hi. --- h~+ t + I we have 
Pr_.,(.9"L+ t) - PL(.9"i.) = d + i - 2"* - h,.. 
Since hL is a decreasing function of L, the above difference is increasing with L. Thus 
PL(~L + t) -- l~(~'j.) >i d + 1 -- 2 h~ -- h, >I N/2 + 1 - 2 h' - hz. Using theexpres~ion 
for h2 (see Lemma 10), we have that 
2~+hz~< 
N - A - 2 + ~log(N - / I  - 2)J 
t¢ - - 2 + Uog(N - a -2 ) J  
+ log 3 
~< N/6 + ~log(N/2 - 2) + ] - log3. 
Hence PL(#'L+ t) -- PI,(~rL) >1 N/6 + ~log(N/2 - 2) - i + log3 that is positive for 
N >I 6. Observe, though, that i f (N,3,2) is admissible then N is at least 6. [] 
All that /s  leR to prove is that 1'L(~rl) ~< I,L(.~r,) when hi = h, + 1. We start by 
studying :he relation between hi and he. 
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Lemam 13. For each N and A such that (N, zl, l) is admissible we have that 
a, here k and c are integers uehthat N - A = 2 t + c and 0 ~ c < 2 t. 
Pmol'. From Lemma 9 we have that 
h, = L log[N - A + klog(N - d) J ) J  = Llog(2 t + c + [.I~ ~(2 t + c)J)J 
-- Llog(2 - + c + k)J. 
Observing that 2 t < 2 ~ + c + k and 2 ~ + c + k < 2 *+2 we have that 
ht={ k if 2t < 2~+c+ k< 2t÷t, 
k+!  i f2  t+t~2 t+c+k<2 t+z, 
whence the lemma. [:3 
Lemm 14. For each N and A such that (N, 3, 2) is admissible we have that 
{kk -2  i f0<~c~ 2 ' - '  - k+ i, 
hz= 2 i f21 -S -k+2~<e<2 t,
where k aad c are integers uch that N - J = 2 ~ + c and 0 <~ c < 2 k. 
lhroof. Since {N, LI,2) is admissible, then N-A>~4 (see the expression 
/..~{N, J)). This implies that k i> 2. Using the expression for h2 we can write 
hz = [log 2t.+ c -2  + klog(2 ~ +c-2 , J J  
3 ,., o 
~ut 
k - I  if c=0,1 ,  
Ll°g( 2k + c - 2)J = k otherwise. 
Thus one has 
( | log  2 '  + k + c -  3 I 
• I t  ,:r c --- o, t, 
n2---ILlog2t+k;.c--2 ] otherwise. 
Let us start by considering the case c - O, !. Then we have that, since k >/2, 
2 t + k + c -  3 2k-t, 2t-z ~< 3 < 
whence h2 = k - 2. 
for 
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Now consider the case 2 ~< c ~< 2 t-  ~ - k + !, Then we have 
2~_ = ~2 ~ + k + c -  2< 2 ~-2, 
3 
which implies h= : k - 2. 
Finally, consider the ease 2 t" ' - k + 2 ~ e ~ 2 t. Then we have 
2t ,~ 2~+k+c-2<2 k. 
3 
Thus, h==k-  !. I"1 
Lemma 15. For any N, ,4 such that A >I N /2, both (N, ,4, I) and ( N, A, 2) are admissible, 
and ht = h2 + i, we have that PL(~"I) ~ PL(~'2). 
Proof, By Lemma 8 we have that 
PL(~2) -  P~.(~'I) = ,4 + ! - -2" -h~.  
Let k and c be the integers uch that N --  ,4 -- 2* + c, with 0 ~ c < 2 ~. Notice that, 
since (N,,4,2) is admissible, then N - ,4 >t 4 and thus k >I 2. By Lemmas 13 and 14 we 
have that h~ - h2 = 1 if  and only i f  2 t -  ' - k + 2 <~ c ~ 2 t - k - I. In this case, 
hi = k and thus 
PL(,~2) -- pL(~7"~) = d + I -- 2 ~ -- k 
=,4 + l - -N  + d +c- -k  
>~2A- N+ 2+ 2 t - I  -2k  
t>2/I -N ,  
that is nonnegative. [] 
Lemma 16. Let (N,,4) be such that ,4 >1 N/2. Then for all (N,A)-tree T we have 
~(  73 >1 ~(~-~). 
Proof. First observe that if,4 >/N/2 then Lmi. Y,A) = I and thus ,T't exists. Now let 
L>~ 1 be such that T is an {N,A,L)-tree. Then we have PI4T) >~ I'LIzrL) and, b~v 
Lemmas 11, 12 and 15, we have that PL(,~'r) 1> PL(~'I). I-I 
The above lemma gives a simple linear time algorithm for constructing the minimal 
tree for given N and A >~ N/Z The algorithm consists in running ~an-L on input N, 
,4 and L = 1. 
Finally, we are ready to state our lower bound, 
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3"moron !. For any admi.~ible pair (N,A)  such that A >t N/2, the path lenorh of the 
minimal (N. d ).tree is 
N(h  + 31--  2 ~÷t - ~ - 2 + (A - h)(A - h + I). 
2 
. , , , e ,  = L log(N - + L IogOV - J)J. 
Proof, By the previous lcmma, plug in L = I and the expression for ht in the formula 
for the path length given by Lemma 8. L"] 
5. Cm~lmiom .'wd open problems 
in this paper we have dosed the problem of studying the minimal path length of 
trees of a given fringe. The case of the maximal tree is still open. We suspect that 
techniques imilar to those developed in this paper might be uscful also for the study 
of the maximal tree. Also it would be interesting to study the average path length of 
( N ,  A ).trees. 
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